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IA is making the world of books available 
to the world through our innovative site, 

Open Library





@ Open Library … 

About 2MM books in pdf, EPUB, Kindle, 
and DAISY formats in the public domain; 
5 million book downloads every month.  

Around 150K ebooks in protected DAISY;
~ 100K EPUB and pdf, in lending programs.  



We already point OL users off to retailers for 
print and ebook purchase.

And if we know a library has acquired the title 
from Overdrive, we’ll willingly point the user 
to OD to see if their local library has it. 



Our public domain (PD) ebooks are widely 
available through major online retailers.

B&N nook and Kobo Books obtain PD titles 
from  IA via our BookServer OPDS catalog.  

OPDS is a simple Atom based XML catalog 
format.  (see opds-spec.org).  





“Internet Archive has performed an incredible 
service for those who love the written word. It 
is the Library of Alexandria for the digital age.”    

- Michael Tamblyn, SVP, Kobo Books



Libraries are free to add full-text PD titles via 
BookServer catalog ingest into their holdings.

We want to ease integration with ILSs, and
fill real-time queries on full-text availability 
through a forthcoming query-able API. 

(Send us identifiers, we’ll return links.)





Now, to enhance book access, IA is developing 
lending programs through Open Library.  

Using ACS4 or web based technologies similar 
to Google Books, we are supporting OL user 
authenticated book borrowing.



IA’s policy is to make available as many books 
as possible, either through purchase (highly 
desirable) or via the digitization of selected 
20th century books with library partners. 



Our lending terms are very standard:

5 ebooks at a time per person max;
2 week loan period; early return permitted; 
1 loan per copy of available book; 
- all users must be authenticated. 





Open Library provides direct access to current 
ebook titles via a publisher partner program. 

We are buying books (not licensing them) and 
then lending them through Open Library.

Files are protected through standard industry 
technical measures (ACS4 or secure web).  



OL’s publisher program partners include: indie 
presses, university presses, and distributors –

Smashwords, MIT Press, Cursor Books, OR 
Books,  Enthrill, A Book Apart, and more! 



Best-selling authors represented through our 
publishing and distribution partners  include –

Lynne Tillman, JA Konrath, Amanda Hocking, 
Micah Sifry, Douglas Rushkoff, and more!







Our next step is to begin ramping up the 
publishers program :

1) We want more publishers to participate!
2) Buy additional copies of titles for lending.
3) Create “Library Options” with publishers, 

distributors to make acquisition routine.





IA is digitizing selected 20th century books, 
and make them available for lending in our 
library program.

IA is already partnering with more than 150 
libraries, including Boston PL, SFPL, Allen 
County, and the Peninsula Library System 
(PLS).   



Titles are available for borrowing only in-
branch at participating libraries (we are 
gathering a list of interested additional  
partners).  

Program makes available rare, brittle (at-risk), 
or one-of-a-kind texts (e.g. genealogies).



“We have hundreds of books that are too brittle to 
circulate. This digitize-and-lend system allows us 
to provide access to these older books without 
endangering the physical copy.”

- Judy Russell, Dean, University of Florida 





We make (publisher and library partner) 
protected titles available to readers via:

1) Online, using our BookReader software in 
the web browser, nothing to download;

2) As a PDF (if available), protected w/ ACS4; 
3) As an EPUB, protected w/ ACS4.



BookReader web access is industry leading!
Model is similar to that used by Google Books.
Tablet and touch responsive user interface.

In use by HathiTrust, Read.gov, and more!

For protected content, securely associates 
access with Open Library account.  Image 
based, no offline access.   Return via web. 
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